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Abstract
Repetitive processes are a distinct class of 2D systems (i.e. information propagation in two
independent directions) of both systems theoretic and applications interest. In general, they
cannot be controlled by direct extension of existing techniques from either standard (termed
1Dhere)or2Dsystemstheory.Hereﬁrstwegivemajornewresultsonthedesignofcontrollaws
using an H∞ setting and including the possibility of uncertainty in the process model. Then
we give the ﬁrst ever results on guaranteed cost control, i.e. including a performance criterion
in the design. The designs in both cases can be computed using linear matrix inequalities.
These results are for so-called discrete linear repetitive processes which arise in applications
areas such as iterative learning control.
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1. Introduction
Repetitive processes are a distinct class of 2D systems of both system theoretic
and applications interest. The essential unique characteristic of such a process is
a series of sweeps, termed passes, through a set of dynamics deﬁned over a ﬁxed
ﬁnite duration known as the pass length. On each pass an output, termed the pass
proﬁle, is produced which acts as a forcing function on, and hence contributes to, the
dynamics of the next pass proﬁle. This, in turn, leads to the unique control problem
for these processes in that the output sequence of pass proﬁles generated can contain
oscillations that increase in amplitude in the pass-to-pass direction.
To introduce a formal deﬁnition, let α<+∞ denote the pass length (assumed
constant). Then in a repetitive process the pass proﬁle yk(p),0 p  α, generated
on pass k acts as a forcing function on, and hence contributes to, the dynamics of the
next pass proﬁle yk+1(p),0 p  α, k  0.
Physicalexamplesofrepetitiveprocessesincludelong-wallcoalcuttingandmetal
rolling operations (see, for example, [16]). Also in recent years applications have
arisen where adopting a repetitive process setting for analysis has distinct advantages
overalternatives.Examplesoftheseso-calledalgorithmicapplicationsincludeclasses
of iterative learning control (ILC) schemes [13] and iterative algorithms for solving
nonlineardynamicoptimalcontrolproblemsbasedonthemaximumprinciple[14].In
the case of iterative learning control for the linear dynamics case, the stability theory
for so-called differential and discrete linear repetitive processes is the essential basis
forarigorousstability/convergencetheoryofapowerfulclassofsuchalgorithms.For
the nonlinear optimal control algorithm, the repetitive process analysis has provided
theessentialbasisforthedevelopmentofhighlyreliableiterativesolutionalgorithms.
Attempts to control these processes using standard (or 1D) systems theory/algo-
rithms fail (except in a few very restrictive special cases) precisely because such an
approach ignores their inherent 2D systems structure, i.e. information propagation
occurs from pass-to-pass and along a given pass and also the initial conditions are
reset before the start of each new pass. In seeking a rigorous foundation on which
to develop a control theory for these processes, it is natural to attempt to exploit
structural links which exist between, in particular, so-called discrete linear repetitive
processes and 2D linear systems described by the extensively studied Roesser [15]
or Fornasini–Marchesini [6] state space models.
The fact that the pass length is ﬁnite (and hence information in this direction
only occurs over a ﬁnite duration) is the key difference with other classes of 2D
discrete linear systems. This means that large parts of established systems theory for
2D discrete linear systems described by the Roesser and Fornasini–Marchesini state
space models either cannot be applied at all or only after appropriate modiﬁcation.
Hence there is a need to develop a systems theory for these processes for onward
translation, where appropriate, into numerically reliable design algorithms.
A rigorous stability theory for linear constant pass length repetitive processes
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space setting which includes all such processes as special cases. Also the results
of applying this theory to a wide range of cases have been reported, including the
sub-class considered here. This has resulted in stability tests that can, if desired, be
implemented by direct application of well known 1D linear systems tests.
One feature of repetitive processes (which is not always present in other classes
of 2D systems) is that it is possible to deﬁne physically meaningful control laws for
them. For example, in the ILC application, one such family of control laws is com-
posed of state feedback control action on the current pass combined with information
‘feedforward’ from the previous pass (or trial in the ILC context) which, of course,
has already been generated and is therefore available for use. In the general case of
repetitiveprocessesitisclearlyhighlydesirabletohaveananalysissettingwheresuch
control laws can be designed for stability and/or guaranteed performance. Moreover,
previous work has shown that an LMI re-formulation of the stability conditions for
discrete linear repetitive processes leads naturally to design algorithms for control
laws to ensure stability along the pass under control action—see, for example, [8].
TheH∞ settingforthecontrolrelatedanalysisof1Dlinearsystemsisnowavery
mature area and it is natural to ask if such an approach can be extended to 2D linear
systems/linear repetitive processes. In the case of 2D linear systems described by the
Roesser and Fornasini–Marchesini state space models, there has been a substantial
volume of work on stabilizing control law design, including the case when there is
uncertaintyinthemodelstructure—see,forexample,[4].Inthecaseofdiscretelinear
repetitive processes, little or no work has yet been reported. Hence H∞ controller
design should be very proﬁtable approach with onward translation to, for example,
the ILC area (where the problem of what is meant by robustness of such schemes is
still a largely open general question).
In this paper, we ﬁrst give new results on the control of discrete linear repetitive
processes which formulate and solve the fundamental problem of ﬁnding an admis-
sible controller such that (as one interpretation) the H∞ norm of a transfer function
(matrix) satisﬁes a scalar magnitude constraint. The solutions here include control
laws which are activated by pass proﬁle information only and hence the assumption
that the complete current pass state vector is available or can be reconstructed by an
observerisnotrequired.Thisaloneisamajoradvancealoneoverexisting2Dsystems
results with the added bonus that these control laws have a sound physical basis.
By optimizing the controller over the scalar magnitude constraint, we get as close
as required to the minimal H∞ norm. Also it is shown that the H∞ control problem
here can, in computational terms, be solved using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)
[3]. Moreover, signiﬁcant new results on the robust control of these processes are
developed within this analysis setting.
In the ﬁnal part of the paper, a solution to the guaranteed cost control problem for
theseprocessesisdeveloped,whereaquadraticcostfunctionisincludedaspartofthe
design task. This cost function is physically motivated and the results are among the
ﬁrst on control law design with performance for these processes. Where appropriate,96 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
we will highlight the connections and differences with the existing results for 2D
discrete linear systems.
Throughout this paper, the null matrix and the identity matrix with appropriate
dimensions are denoted by 0 and I, respectively. Moreover, M>0( < 0) denotes a
realsymmetricpositive(negative)deﬁnitematrix.Alsoforsquaresymmetricmatrices
U1 and U2 of the same dimensions we use U1  U2 to denote the case when U1 − U2
is positive semi-deﬁnite. Finally, we use () to denote the transpose of matrix blocks
in some of the LMIs employed (which are required to be symmetric).
Consideraq × 1vectorsequence{wi(j)},deﬁnedovernonnegativeintegersi and
j,i.e. 0  i  ∞ and 0  j  ∞ which is written as {[0,∞], [0,∞]}. Then the  2
norm of this vector sequence is given by
 w 2 =
   
 
 
∞  
i=0
∞  
j=0
wT
i (j)wi(j)
and this sequence is said to be a member of  
q
2{[0,∞],[0,∞]},o r 
q
2 for short, if
||w||2 < ∞.
2. Background
The state space model of the discrete linear repetitive processes considered in this
work has the following form over 0  p  α, k  0
xk+1(p + 1) = Axk+1(p) + B0yk(p) + Buk+1(p) + B11wk+1(p),
yk+1(p) = Cxk+1(p) + D0yk(p) + Duk+1(p) + B12wk+1(p). (1)
Here on pass k, xk(p) is the n × 1 state vector, yk(p) is the m × 1 pass proﬁle vector,
uk(p) is the l × 1 vector of control inputs and wk+1(p) is the r × 1 disturbance input
vector which belongs to  r
2.
To complete the process description, it is necessary to specify the boundary condi-
tions, i.e. the state initial vector on each pass and the initial pass proﬁle. Here no loss
of generality arises from assuming xk+1(0) = dk+1, k  0, where dk+1 is an n × 1
vector with known constant entries, and y0(p) = f(p), where f(p) is an m × 1
vector whose entries are known functions of p.
The stability theory [16] for linear repetitive processes consists of two distinct
concepts, termed asymptotic stability and stability along the pass respectively. In
effect, asymptotic stability is bounded input bounded output stability (deﬁned in
terms of the norm on the underlying function space) over the ﬁnite pass length, and
for the processes considered here requires that all eigenvalues of D0 have modulus
strictly less than unity, i.e. r(D0)<1 where r(·) denotes the spectral radius of its
argument. If this property holds, and the control input sequence applied {uk}k1
converges strongly to u∞ as k →∞ , then the resulting output pass proﬁle sequence
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(with D = 0 for simplicity) by a 1D discrete linear systems state space model with
state matrix Alp :=A + B0(I − D0)−1C.
The fact that the pass length is ﬁnite means that the limit proﬁle may not be
stable as a 1D linear system, i.e. r(Alp)<1, e.g. A =− 0.5, B = 0,B 0 = 0.5 + b0,
C = 1,D= D0 = 0, and the real scalar b0 is chosen such that |b0|  1. Stability
along the pass prevents this from arising by demanding the bounded input bounded
output property uniformly, i.e. independent of the pass length α. Mathematically, this
can be analyzed by letting α →+ ∞ .
Before proceeding, it is instructive to brieﬂy outline how the abstract model based
stability theory for linear repetitive processes can be applied to one class of ILC
schemes. We mostly follow [13] (which deals with so-called differential linear repet-
itive processes, where the current pass state updating is governed by a linear matrix
differential equation, and for which (1) can be regarded as an approximation of the
deﬁning state space model under sampling).
Since the original work by Arimoto et. al. [1], the general area of ILC has been
the subject of intense research effort both in terms of the underlying theory and ‘real
world’ applications. Typical ILC algorithms construct the input to plant on a given
trialfromtheinputusedonthelasttrial,orpassinrepetitiveprocessterminology,plus
an additive increment which is typically a function of the past values of the observed
outputerror,i.e.thedifferencebetweentheachievedanddesiredplantoutput.Suppose
that uk(t) denotes the input on the kth trial which is of duration T, i.e. t ∈[ 0,T].
Suppose also that ek(t) denotes the difference between the desired trajectory r(t)
and the system output yk(t) on the same trial. Then the objective of constructing a
sequence of input functions such that the performance is gradually improving with
each successive trial can be reﬁned to a convergence condition on the input and error
lim
k→∞
||ek|| = 0, lim
k→∞
||uk − u∞|| = 0,
where | |·| |is a signal norm in a chosen function space (e.g. Lm
2 [0,T]) with a norm
based topology.
Thisdeﬁnitionofconvergentlearningis,ineffect,astabilityproblemonaninﬁnite-
dimensional two-dimensional (2D)-product space. As such, it places the analysis of
ILC schemes ﬁrmly outside standard (or 1D) control theory (although it still has a
signiﬁcant role to play in certain cases of practical interest). Instead, ILC schemes
must be seen in the context of ﬁxed-point problems or, more precisely, repetitive
processes.
Suppose now that the state space model of the plant to be controlled is assumed to
be of the following form
˙ xk(t) = Axk(t) + Buk(t), 0  t  T,
yk(t) = Cxk(t),
where on trial k, xk(t) is the n × 1 state vector, yk(t) is the m × 1 output vector, and
uk(t)isthel × 1vectorofcontrolinputs.Ifthesignaltobetrackedisdenotedbyr(t)
then ek(t) = r(t)− yk(t) is the error on trial k. Also without loss of generality in this98 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
section (except where stated) we set xk+1(0) = 0, k  0. The class of ILC schemes
considered here are of the following form, i.e. a (static and dynamic) combination
of previous input vectors, the current trial error, and the errors on a ﬁnite number of
previous trials. On trial k + 1 the control input is calculated using
uk+1(t) =
N  
i=1
αiuk+1−i(t) +
N  
i=1
Ki[ek+1−i](t) + K0[ek+1](t).
In addition to the ‘memory’ N, the design parameters in this control law are the static
scalars αi,1 i  N, the linear operator K0[·](t) which describes the current trial
error contribution and the linear operator Ki[·](t),1  i  N, which describes the
contribution of the error on trial k + 1 − i. Next we show how the controlled system
can be written as a special case of the general model of linear constant pass length
repetitive processes.
First note that the open loop error dynamics can be written in convolution form as
ek+1(t) = r(t)− G[uk+1](t), 0  t  T,
where
G[u](t) = C
  t
0
eA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ.
Using this description, it is easily shown that the controlled system error dynamics
on trial k + 1 can be written over 0  t  T as
ek+1(t) = (I + GK0)−1
  N  
i=1
(αiI − GKi)[ek+1−i](t) +
 
1 −
N  
i=1
αi
 
r(t)
 
or, equivalently,
ˆ ek+1 = LTˆ ek + b,
where
ˆ ek(t) =
 
eT
k+1−N(t) ··· eT
k(t)
 T
is the so-called error super-vector, and
LT =





0 I ··· 0
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
0 ··· 0 I
E0EN ··· E0E2 E0E1





with
E0[y](t) = (I + GK0)−1[y](t),
Ei[y](t) = (αiI − GKi)[y](t), 1  i  NW. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 99
and
b =
 
00···
 
1 −
 N
i=1 αi
 
rT(t)
 T
.
Suppose now that ˆ ek ∈ ET, where ET is a suitably chosen Banach space, and
b ∈ WT, where WT is a linear subspace of ET. Then in this setting, the bounded
linear operator LT maps ET into itself, the term LTˆ ek describes the contributions of
the errors on the previous N trials to the current one, and b, termed the disturbance
vector, describes the contribution from external sources on the current trial. Note also
that the theory which now follows applies to any ILC scheme which can be written
in the abstract form on which the repetitive process stability theory is based. It is
also routine to argue that convergence of the controlled ILC scheme as k →∞is
equivalent to stability of its linear repetitive process interpretation.
Consider the application of the stability theory to processes described by (1).
Then it is easy to establish that this can be studied by deleting the disturbance terms.
Moreover,numerousequivalentsetsofnecessaryandsufﬁcientconditionsforstability
alongthepassareknown,butheretheessentialstartingpointisbasedontheso-called
2D characteristic polynomial for these processes given next.
Deﬁne the shift operators z1, z2 in the along the pass (p) and pass-to-pass (k)
directions acting e.g. on xk(p + 1) and yk+1(p) respectively as
xk(p):=z1xk(p + 1), yk(p):=z2yk+1(p).
Then the 2D characteristic polynomial for processes described by (1) is deﬁned as
C(z1,z 2) = det
  
I − z1A −z1B0
−z2CI − z2D0
  
and it can be shown [16] that stability along the pass holds if, and only if,
C(z1,z 2)  = 0i n U
2
,
whereU
2
={ (z1,z 2) :| z1|  1, |z2|  1}.Notethatstabilityalongthepasscanalso
be expressed in the form
C(z1,z 2) = det(I − z1A1 − z2A2)  = 0i n U
2
,
where
A1 =
 
AB 0
00
 
,A 2 =
 
00
CD 0
 
. (2)
This in turn has led to the development of LMI based conditions for stability along
the pass which are sufﬁcient but not necessary.
Theorem 1 [8]. A discrete linear repetitive process described by (1) is stable along
the pass if there exists a block-diagonal matrix P = diag{P1,P 2} > 0 such that the
following LMI holds
TP − P<0,100 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
where
 =
 
AB 0
CD 0
 
is the so-called augmented plant matrix.
Note also that the sufﬁcient but not necessary basis of this result is offset by the
fact that it easily allows the design of control laws. This topic is returned to in the
next section.
In this paper, we wish to address the problem of control law design for stability
along the pass and performance. In this latter respect, two areas are treated, the ﬁrst
of which is disturbance, or noise, attenuation which is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Adiscretelinearrepetitiveprocessdescribedby(1)issaidtohaveH∞
disturbance attenuation γ if it is stable along the pass and
sup
0/ =w∈ r
2
 y 2
 w 2
<γ. (3)
The relevance of control law design to reject the effects of disturbances on mea-
surements (and subsequent computations) of variables is well founded physically by
noting the conditions in which physical examples have to operate, e.g. long-wall coal
cutting and iterative learning control applications such as using a gantry robot to
synchronously place objects on a chain conveyor [2].
Considernowthe2Dtransferfunctionmatrixcouplingthedisturbanceandcurrent
pass proﬁle vectors which is given by
Gyw(z1,z 2) =
 
0 I
 
 
I − z1A −z1B0
−z2CI − z2D0
 −1  
B11
B12
 
.
Then the 2D Parseval theorem [12], which states that (3) is equivalent to the require-
ment that  Gyw(z1,z 2) ∞ <γ, leads to
 Gyw(z1,z 2) ∞ = sup
ω1,ω2∈[0,2π]
σ[Gyw(ejω1,ejω2)],
where σ(·) denotes the maximum singular value.
Introduce now the following Lyapunov function for the processes considered here
V(k,p)= xT
k+1(p)P1xk+1(p) + yT
k (p)P2yk(p) (4)
with associated increment  V(k,p)
 V(k,p)=xT
k+1(p + 1)P1xk+1(p + 1) − xT
k+1(p)P1xk+1(p)
+yT
k+1(p)P2yk+1(p) − yT
k (p)P2yk(p),
where P1 > 0 and P2 > 0. Then we have the following result.W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 101
Lemma 1. A discrete linear repetitive process described by (1) is stable along the
pass if
 V(k,p) < 0.
Proof. Introduce the vector
ζk(p) =
 
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 
(5)
and then the matrices deﬁned in (2) can be used to rewrite the state-space model (1)
(in the absence of the input and disturbances) as
 
xk+1(p + 1)
yk+1(p)
 
= (A1 + A2)ζk(p).
Hence
 V(k,p) = ζT
k (p)
 
AT
1PA1 + AT
2PA2 − P
 
ζk(p),
where P = diag{P1,P 2}. Now (for any
 
ζT
k (p) wT
k+1(p)
 T / = 0)  V(k,p) < 0
requires that
AT
1PA1 + AT
2PA2 − P = TP − P<0
and the proof is completed by using Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. A discrete linear repetitive process described by (1) is stable along the
pass and has H∞ disturbance attenuation γ>0 if there exist matrices P1 > 0 and
P2 > 0 such that the following LMI with P = diag{P1,P 2} holds




−PP  PB1 0
TP −P 0 CT
2
BT
1 P 0 −γ 2I 0
0 C2 0 −I



 < 0,
where
C2 =
 
0 I
 
,B 1 =
 
B11
B12
 
.
Proof. ItiseasilyshownthattheH∞disturbanceattenuationγ holdsiftheassociated
Hamiltonian deﬁned by
H(k,p)=  V(k,p) + yT
k+1(p)yk+1(p) − γ 2wT
k+1(p)wk+1(p)
satisﬁes
H(k,p)<0. (6)
This requires that  V(k,p) < 0 and hence by Lemma 1 stability along the pass.102 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
Using the process state space model (1) with no input terms, it is easily shown that
H(k,p)=
 
ζT
k (p) wT
k+1(p)
 
 
TP − P + CT
2 C2 TPB1
BT
1 P BT
1 PB1 − γ 2I
 
×
 
ζk(p)
wk+1(p)
 
and (6) holds (for any
 
ζT
k (p) wT
k+1(p)
 T / = 0) provided
 
TP − P + CT
2 C2 TPB1
BT
1 P BT
1 PB1 − γ 2I
 
< 0.
Finally, an obvious application of the Schur’s complement formula shows that this
last condition is equivalent to (2) and the proof is complete. 
Remark 1. Consider the Roesser model with augmented plant matrix . Then it is
known that bounded-input bounded-output stability of this model is equivalent to
stability along the pass of discrete linear repetitive processes described by (1) (in the
disturbance free case). Hence an alternative proof of this last result is to follow the
method in [4].
The next section of this paper will solve the disturbance rejection or attenuation
problem which can be summarized as ﬁnding an implementable control law which
will ensure stability along the pass of the controlled process together with a pre-
scribed degree of disturbance rejection, including the case when there is uncertainty
in the model structure—this problem has not been formulated or solved for 2D linear
systems.
We will make extensive use of the following well known results throughout this
paper.
Lemma 2 [11]. Let 1, 2 be real matrices of compatible dimensions. Then for any
matrix F satisfying FTF  I and scalar  >0
1F2 + T
2FTT
1   −11T
1 +  T
22.
Lemma 3 [7]. Let  be a q × q symmetric matrix. Also let P and Q be real matrices
of dimensions s × q and r × q respectively. Then there exists an r × s matrix  such
that
 + PTTQ + QTP<0
if, and only if, the inequalities
NT
pNp < 0 and NT
qNq < 0
hold, where Np ∈ ker(P) and Nq ∈ ker(Q).W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 103
Lemma 4 [5]. Suppose that the n × n matrices  > 0 and  > 0 are given and nc is
a positive integer. Then there exists n × nc matrices 2, 2 and nc × nc symmetric
matrices 3, and 3, such that
 
 2
T
2 3
 
> 0 and
 
 2
T
2 3
 −1
=
 
 2
T
2 3
 
if, and only if,
 
 I
I 
 
 0.
3. H∞ control of discrete repetitive processes
Their physical basis means that it is possible to deﬁne the current pass error for
the processes considered here as the difference, at each point along the pass, between
a speciﬁed reference trajectory for that pass, which in most cases will be the same
on each pass, and the actual pass proﬁle produced. Then it is possible to deﬁne a
so-called current pass error actuated controller which uses the generated error vector
toconstructthecurrentpasscontrolinputvector.Inwhichcontext,preliminarywork,
see, for example, [16], has shown that, except in a few very restrictive special cases,
thecontrollerusedmustbeactuatedbyacombinationofcurrentpassinformationand
feedforward’informationfromthepreviouspasstoguaranteeevenstabilityalongthe
pass.NotealsoherethatintheILCapplicationareathepreviouspassoutputvector(or
trialinILCterminology)isanobvioussignaltouseasfeedforwardaction.Moreover,
simplestructure(proportionalplusintegral)controllawsbasedonthisapproachhave
alreadybeenpracticallyimplementedonanexperimentaltestedwithhighlypromising
results, e.g. [2]. Here we aim to provide control law design algorithms in a general
setting with extension to the case of uncertainty in the model structure.
As summarized in the previous section, it is already known [8] that an LMI re-
formulation of the stability along the pass property enables the design of physically
based control laws to be undertaken for stability along the pass. The control law
considered in this previous work has the following form over 0  p  α, k  0
uk+1(p) = K1xk+1(p) + K2yk(p) =: K
 
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 
, (7)
where K1 and K2 are appropriately dimensioned matrices to be designed. In effect,
this control law uses feedback of the current state vector (which is assumed to be
available for use) and ‘feedforward’ of the previous pass proﬁle vector. Note that in
repetitive processes the term ‘feedforward’ is used to describe the case where state
or pass proﬁle information from the previous pass (or passes) is used as (part of)
the input to a control law applied on the current pass, i.e. to information which is
propagated in the pass-to-pass (k) direction.104 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
The following result enables the control law (7) to be designed to give stability
along the pass with a prescribed H∞ disturbance attenuation level (γ).
Theorem 3. Suppose that a control law of the form (7) is applied to a discrete linear
repetitiveprocessdescribedby(1).Thentheresultingprocessisstablealongthepass
with prescribed H∞ disturbance attenuation γ>0 if there exists matrices W1 > 0,
W2 > 0,N 1 and N2 such that the following LMI holds









−W1 ()( )( )( )( )
0 −W2 ()( )( )( )
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT −W1 ()( )( )
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + NT
2 DT 0 −W2 ()( )
BT
11 BT
12 00 −γ 2I( )
00 0 W2 0 −I









< 0. (8)
If this condition holds, the matrices in the control law (7) are given by
K1 = N1W−1
1 ,K 2 = N2W−1
2 . (9)
Proof. Applying the LMI of Theorem 2 to the resulting state space model, it follows
immediately that stability along the pass with the control law applied holds if there
exists matrices P1 > 0 and P2 > 0 such that









−P1 ()( )( )( )( )
0 −P2 ()( )( )( )
ATP1 + KT
1 BTP1 CTP2 + KT
1 DTP2 −P1 ()( )( )
BT
0 P1 + KT
2 BTP1 DT
0P2 + KT
2 DTP2 0 −P2 ()( )
BT
11P1 BT
12P2 00 −γ 2I( )
00 0 I 0 −I









< 0.
This last inequality is not in LMI form because it is nonlinear with respect to its
parameters. Consequently, set P1 = W−1
1 ,P2 = W−1
2 and then pre and post-multiply
it by diag{W1,W 2,W 1,W 2,I,I} to obtain









−W1 ()( )( )( )( )
0 −W2 ()( )( )( )
W1AT + W1KT
1 BT W1CT + W1KT
1 DT −W1 ()( )( )
W2BT
0 + W2KT
2 BT W2DT
0 + W2KT
2 DT 0 −W2 ()( )
BT
11 BT
12 00 −γ 2I( )
00 0 W2 0 −I









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Now set N1 = K1W1 and N2 = K2W2 in this last expression to obtain the LMI of
(8) and the proof is complete. 
Note that the H∞ disturbance attenuation here can be minimized using the fol-
lowing EVP procedure (see, for example, [3]) which leads to minimization of the
effects of the disturbance vector.
min
W1>0,W2>0,N1,N2
µ,
subject to (8) with µ = γ 2.
Next we extend the above analysis to the case of robust H∞ control.
Consider a linear repetitive process of the form (1) with uncertainty modelled
as additive perturbations to the nominal model matrices, resulting in the state space
model
xk+1(p + 1) = (A +  A)xk+1(p) + (B +  B)uk+1(p)
+(B0 +  B0)yk(p) + (B11 +  B11)wk+1(p),
yk+1(p) = (C +  C)xk+1(p) + (D +  D)uk+1(p)
+(D0 +  D0)yk(p) + (B12 +  B12)wk+1(p).
(10)
The matrices  A,  B,  B0,  B11,  C,  D,  D0,  B12 represent admissible
uncertainties which are assumed to satisfy
 
 A  B0  B11  B
 C  D0  B12  D
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
F
 
E1 E2 E3 E4
 
, (11)
where H1, H2, E1, E2, E3, E4 are some known constant matrices with compatible
dimensions and F is an unknown constant matrix which satisﬁes
FTF  I. (12)
Now we have the following result.
Theorem 4. Suppose that a control law deﬁned by (7) is applied to discrete linear
repetitive process described by (10) with the uncertainty structure satisfying (11)
and (12). Then the resulting process is stable along the pass with the prescribed H∞
disturbance attenuation γ>0 if there exists a scalar  >0 and matrices W1 > 0,
W2 > 0, and N1,N 2 such that the following LMI holds















−W1 + 3 H1HT
1 ()( )( )
3 H1HT
2 −W2 + 3 H2HT
2 ()( )
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT −W1 ()
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + NT
2 DT 0 −W2
BT
11 BT
12 00
00 0 W2
00 0 W1ET
1 + NT
1 ET
4
00 0 0
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()( )( )( )( )
()( )( )( )( )
()( )( )( )( )
()( )( )( )( )
−γ 2I( )( )( )( )
0 −I( )( )( )
00 − I ()( )
W2ET
2 + NT
2 ET
4 00 − I ()
0 ET
3 00 − I














< 0. (13)
If this condition holds, the corresponding control law matrices are given by (9).
Proof. With the control law applied, stability along the pass can be expressed as the
requirement that
 +   H   F   E +   ET  FT   HT < 0,
where
 =









−W1 ()( )( )( )( )
0 −W2 ()( )( )( )
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT −W1 ()( )( )
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + NT
2 DT 0 −W2 ()( )
BT
11 BT
12 00 −γ 2I( )
00 0 W2 0 −I









,
  H =








00H1 H1 H1 0
00H2 H2 H2 0
0 0 000 0
0 0 000 0
0 0 000 0
0 0 000 0








,
  F = diag{F,F,F,F,F,F},
  E = diag{0,0,E 1W1 + E4N1,E 2W2 + E4N2,E 3,0}.
The LMI of (13) is now obtained by an application of the inequality of Lemma 2
followed by an obvious application of the Schur’s complement formula. 
To reduce the effects of the disturbance vector, the following linear objective
minimization problem can be used
min
W1>0,W2>0, >0,N1,N2
µ,
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Consider now the case when the uncertainty in the process state space model is
of the additive structure deﬁned above but the disturbance terms are absent. Then on
applying the control law (7), the resulting process can be written in the form
 
xk+1(p + 1)
yk+1(p)
 
= A
 
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 
, (14)
where
A =
 
A + BK1 B0 + BK2
C + DK1 D0 + DK2
 
+
 
 A +  BK1  B0 +  BK2
 C +  DK1  D0 +  DK2
 
.
Suppose also that the matrices describing the uncertainty in this last model can be
written in the form
 
 A +  BK1  B0 +  BK2
 C +  DK1  D0 +  DK2
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
γ −1F
 
E1 + E4K1 E2 + E4K2
 
= γ −1HFE, (15)
where the matrices H1, H2, E1, E2, E4 have known constant entries, γ>0i sag i v e n
scalar, and the matrix F satisﬁes (12). Moreover, the design parameter γ can be used
to attenuate the effects of the uncertainty via following result.
Theorem 5. Suppose that a control law deﬁned by (7) is applied to a discrete linear
repetitive process described by (10) with the uncertainty structure satisfying (15)
and (12). Then the resulting process is stable along the pass if there exist matrices
W1 > 0,W 2 > 0 and N1,N 2 such that the following LMI holds









−W1 ()( )
0 −W2 ()
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT −W1
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + NT
2 DT 0
HT
1 HT
2 0
00 E1W1 + E4N1
()( )( )
()( )( )
()( )( )
−W2 ()( )
0 −γ 2I( )
E2W2 + E4N2 0 −I








< 0. (16)
If this condition holds then the stabilizing matrices K1 and K2 in the control law (7)
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Proof. Applying the result of Theorem 1 to the state space model resulting from
application of the control law, it follows immediately that stability along the pass
holds if there exists a block-diagonal matrix P = diag{P1,P 2} > 0 such that the
following LMI holds
A
T
PA − P<0.
An obvious application of the Schur’s complement formula now yields
 
−P−1 ( + γ −1HFE)
( + γ −1HFE)T −P
 
< 0,
where
 =
 
A + BK1 B0 + BK2
C + DK1 D0 + DK2
 
.
Applying the result of Lemma 2 to this last condition and then pre- and post-multi-
plying the result by diag{ − 1
2P, − 1
2I} yields
 
−P + Pγ−2HHTP P
TP −P + ETE
 
< 0,
where P =  −1P. Finally another obvious application of the Schur’s complement
formula gives the following LMI




−P P PH 0
TP −P 0 ET
HTP 0 −γ 2I 0
0 E 0 −I



 < 0.
The proof is now completed in an identical manner to that of Theorem 2. 
Note also that the parameter γ in this last result can be minimized using the
following linear objective minimization procedure and leads to increased robustness.
min
W1>0,W2>0,N1,N2
µ,
subject to (16) with µ = γ 2.
At this stage, some comments on the relationship with Roesser model analysis can
be made. The ﬁrst point is that for repetitive processes the static state control law
applied here is well deﬁned physically as at least the pass proﬁle vector, which can
be considered as a vertically transmitted state sub-vector in the Roesser model inter-
pretation of the process dynamics, is also a process output and hence can be directly
measured. Hence this static control law has structure for discrete linear repetitive
processes alone which, as the analysis here shows, can be exploited to powerful
effect. As in 1D systems theory, there will be cases when all elements in the current
pass state vector cannot be directly measured. If this is the case then one option is
to use the dynamic output controller of the next section, where again the structure of
theprocessdynamics(and,inparticular,the2DtransferfunctionmatrixGyw(z1,z 2),
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anassumptionmade))allowsustoobtain,relativetoRoessermodelanalysis,simpler
and hence more effective results. Note also that it should be possible to replace the
current pass state vector in the control law here with the current pass proﬁle vector—
see [17] where this problem is solved for the problem of computing a control law to
ensure stability along the pass with the control law applied.
4. H∞ control with a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller
The control law of the previous section requires that the complete current pass
state vector is available for measurement. If this is not the case then one option is
to use an observer to reconstruct it. In this section, we consider an alternative of
controlling processes described by (1) through use of a so-called full dynamic pass
proﬁle controller (with state dimension nc = n + m) deﬁned as
 
xc
k+1(p + 1)
yc
k+1(p)
 
=
 
Ac11 Ac12
Ac21 Ac22
  
xc
k+1(p)
yc
k(p)
 
+
 
Bc1
Bc2
 
yk+1(p),
uk+1(p) =
 
Cc1 Cc2
 
 
xc
k+1(p)
yc
k(p)
 
+ Dcyk+1(p),
(17)
where xc
k(p) and yc
k(p) denote state vectors for the controller.
To obtain the state space model describing the result of applying the controller,
introduce the extra notation
B2 =
 
B
D
 
,A c =
 
Ac11 Ac12
Ac21 Ac22
 
,B c =
 
Bc1
Bc2
 
,C c =
 
Cc1 Cc2
 
.
Also introduce the so-called augmented state and pass proﬁle vectors as
¯ xk+1(p) =
 
xk+1(p)
xc
k+1(p)
 
, ¯ yk(p) =
 
yk(p)
yc
k(p)
 
.
Then we have
 
¯ xk+1(p + 1)
¯ yk+1(p)
 
= A
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
+ Bwk(p),
yk+1(p) = C
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
,
where
A = 
 
 + B2DcC2 B2Cc
BcC2 Ac
 
, B = 
 
B1
0
 
, C =
 
C2 0
 
,
 =




I 000
00I 0
0 I 00
000I




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Introduce the so-called matrix of controller data as
 =
 
Dc Cc
Bc Ac
 
and
A =
 
 0
00
 
, B2 =
 
B2 0
0 I
 
, C2 =
 
C2 0
0 I
 
,
C =
 
C2 0
 
, B =
 
B1
0
 
.
Then the state space model matrices considered here can be written in the following
form which is afﬁne in the controller data matrix 
A = [A + B2C2], C = C, B = B (18)
Nowwehavethefollowingresultwhichgivesanexistenceconditionforthecontroller
matrices Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc to ensure stability along the pass and then enables controller
design.
Theorem 6. Suppose that a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller deﬁned by (17)
is applied to a discrete linear repetitive process described by (1). Suppose also
that there exist matrices P11 > 0,( P 11 = diag{Ph11,P v11}) and R11 > 0,( R 11 =
diag{Rh11,R v11}) such that the LMIs deﬁned by (19)–(21) below hold. Then the
resultingprocessisstablealongthepassandhasH∞ disturbanceattenuationγ>0.


N1 00
0 I 0
00 I


T 

R11T − R11 B1 R11CT
2
BT
1 −γ 2I 0
C2R11T 0 −I + C2R11CT
2


×


N1 00
0 I 0
00 I

 < 0, (19)


N2 00
0 I 0
00 I


T 

TP11 − P11 TP11B1 CT
2
BT
1 P11 BT
1 P11B1 − γ 2I 0
C2 0 −I


×


N2 00
0 I 0
00 I

 < 0, (20)
 
Ph11 I
IR h11
 
 0,
 
Pv11 I
IR v11
 
 0, (21)
where N1 and N2 are full column rank matrices whose images satisfy ImN1 =
ker(BT
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Proof. Interpreting the result of Theorem 2 in terms of the matrices given in (18)
yields




−P( )( )( )
ATP + CT
2TBT
2P −P( )( )
BTP 0 −γ 2I( )
0 C 0 −I



 < 0, (22)
where P = diag{Ph,P v}. Next, pre and post-multiply (22) by diag{,,I,I} and
then set R = P to obtain




−R( )( )( )
ATR + CT
2TBT
2R −R( )( )
BTR 0 −γ 2I( )
0 C 0 −I



 < 0. (23)
Now, deﬁne the matrices
 =




−RR A RB 0
ATR −R 0 CT
BTR 0 −γ 2I 0
0 C 0 −I



,M T =




RB2
0
0
0



,
N =
 
0 C2 00
 
to re-write (23) in the form
 + MTN + NTTM<0. (24)
UseofLemma3nowyieldsthefollowingtwomatrixinequalitieswhichareequivalent
to (24)
WT
MWM < 0 and WT
NWN < 0,
where
WM ∈ ker(M), WN ∈ ker(N) (25)
and
M = MnS =
 
BT
2 000
 




R 000
0 I 00
00I 0
000I



.
Note now that
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and using (25) yields
WM = S−1WMn.
Therefore
WT
MWM < 0 ⇔ WT
MnS−TS−1WMn < 0
and also
   = S−TS−1 =




−R−1 AB0
AT −R 0 CT
BT 0 −γ 2I 0
0 C 0 −I




and we have the following two inequalities which are not in LMI form
WT
Mn
  WMn < 0 and WT
NWN < 0
To obtain these inequalities in the required LMI form, ﬁrst write the deﬁning
matrices out in full, i.e.
Mn =
 
BT
2 000
 
=
 
BT
2 0 000 0
0 I 000 0
 
,
N =
 
0 C2 00
 
=
 
00C2 0 0 0
00 0 I 0 0
 
.
Also it is easily seen that the kernels of Mn and N are images of
WMn =








N1 0000
0 0000
0 I 000
00 I 00
00 0 I 0
0 000I








,W N =








I 000 0
0 I 00 0
00N2 00
0 000 0
00 0 I 0
0 000 I








,
where N1 ∈ ker(BT
2 ) and N2 ∈ ker(C2). Now, rewrite the matrix R as
R = P =









Ph11 0 Ph12 0
0 Pv11 0 Pv12
PT
h12 0 Ph22 0
0 PT
v12 0 Pv22









=
 
P11 P12
PT
12 P22
 
, (26)
where
Ph =
 
Ph11 Ph12
PT
h12 Ph22
 
,P v =
 
Pv11 Pv12
PT
v12 Pv22
 
and note also that
P−1
h =
 
Rh11 Rh12
RT
h12 Rh22
 
,P −1
v =
 
Rv11 Rv12
RT
v12 Rv22
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R−1 = P−1 =






Rh11 0 Rh12 0
0 Rv11 0 Rv12
RT
h12 0 Rh22 0
0 RT
v12 0 Rv22






=
 
R11 R12
RT
12 R22
 
.
Hence the matrix    can be rewritten as
   =








−R11 −R12  0 B1 0
−RT
12 −R12 000 0
T 0 −P11 −P12 0 CT
2
00 −PT
12 −P22 00
BT
1 000 −γ 2I 0
00 C2 00 −I








and on using the inequality
WT
Mn
  WMn < 0,
we have (note that the second block row of WMn is zero)
Υ T









−R11  0 B1 0
T −P11 −P12 0 CT
2
0 −PT
12 −P22 00
BT
1 00 −γ 2I 0
0 C2 0 0 −I









Υ<0,
whereΥ = diag{N1,I,I,I,I}.Next,byanobviousapplicationoftheSchur’scom-
plement formula, the LMI of (19) is obtained.
In order to obtain the inequality (20), rewrite the matrix  as
 =








−P11 ()( )( )( )( )
−PT
12 −P22 ()( )( )( )
TP11 TP12 −P11 ()( )( )
00 −PT
12 −P22 ()( )
BT
1 P11 BT
1 P12 00 −γ 2I( )
00 C2 00 −I








.
By an obvious application of the Schur’s complement formula, the inequality
WT
NWN < 0
becomes 



N2 00
00 0
0 I 0
00 I




T 



TP11 − P11 −P12 TP11B1 CT
2
−PT
12 −P22 00
BT
1 P11 0 BT
1 P11B1 − γ 2I 0
C2 00 −I




×



N2 00
00 0
0 I 0
00 I


 < 0,
which is equivalent to (20).114 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
The last requirement here is to obtain the conditions which allow us to ﬁnd the
matrix P and its inverse. To begin, ﬁrst note again that P = diag{Ph,P v} and that
only P11 and R11 appear in the ﬁrst two LMIs to be satisﬁed. Application of Lemma
4 now gives the required conditions. 
If this last result holds then the stabilizing control law can be designed using the
following algorithm
1. Compute the matrices Ph12, Pv12 using
Ph11 − R−1
h11 = Ph12P−1
h22PT
h12,
Pv11 − R−1
v11 = Pv12P−1
v22PT
v12,
where it is assumed that Ph22 = I and Pv22 = I.
2. Construct Ph > 0 and Pv > 0 and then the matrix P = diag{Ph,P v}.
3. Compute the matrices M, N and .
4. Solve the LMI (24) (where  is the unknown matrix) and hence obtain the con-
troller state space model matrices.
Theattenuationlevelγ canbeminimizedusingthefollowingoptimizationprocedure
min
P11>0,R11>0
µ,
subject to (19)–(21) with µ = γ 2.
As a numerical example, consider the process whose state space model is deﬁned by
the following matrices
A =
 
0.40 .2
1.10 .1
 
,B 0 =
 
0.30 .3
0.40 .9
 
,
C =
 
0.70 .4
0.20 .1
 
,D 0 =
 
0.60 .6
0.90 .9
 
,
B =
 
1.2
1.1
 
,D =
 
3.0
1.7
 
,B 11 =
 
0.1
0.2
 
,B 12 =
 
0.2
0.3
 
.
This example is easily shown to be unstable along the pass—as conﬁrmed by the
simulation results of Fig. 1, where the left hand plot corresponds to the ﬁrst entry in
the pass proﬁle vector and that on the right the second, with the following boundary
conditions
xk+1(0) =
 
1
1
 
,y 0(p) =
 
1
1
 
, 0  p  20.
Using the design procedure of the last result gives an H∞ disturbance attenuation
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Fig. 1. The open loop response.
Ph = 103 ×




1.7653 −1.0543 0.0420 0
−1.0543 0.6343 −0.0251 0.0019
0.0420 −0.0251 0.0010 0
00 .0019 0 0.0010



,
Pv =




4.5436 −7.4567 1.8072 0
−7.4567 19.6458 −4.2781 0.0837
1.8072 −4.2781 1.0000 0
00 .0837 0 1.0000



.
Hence the full dynamic pass proﬁle controller is deﬁned by the matrices
Ac =




−0.3693 −3.0691 0.0420 −0.0084
0.0305 0.3044 0.0074 −0.0014
0.0145 0.4187 0.0222 −0.0044
−0.0003 −0.0081 −0.0008 0.0001



,
Bc =




4.1204 16.8363
−0.1022 −1.0908
2.3073 2.1374
−0.0357 −0.0283



,
Cc =
 
0.0050 0.1238 −0.0014 0.0003
 
,
Dc =
 
−0.2938 −0.3040
 
.
The plots in Fig. 2 (where the left hand plot corresponds to the ﬁrst entry in the pass
proﬁle vector and that on the right the second) conﬁrm that the controlled process
is stable along the pass. Suppose also that the interest is in the level of disturbance
rejection. Then one means of studying this is to examine the 2D frequency response
(recall the discussion of the 2D transfer function matrix in Section 2) between the
disturbance and pass proﬁle with the control law applied and Fig. 3 (1st channel on116 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
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Fig. 3. The 2D frequency responses.
the left, 2nd on the right) shows the resulting plots under zero boundary conditions.
The maximum values are 1.4746 and 1.2013 respectively, which are both below the
computed H∞ attenuation level.
To design a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller in the presence of the uncertainty
structure of the previous section, consider the deﬁning state space model written in
the form
 
xk+1(p + 1)
yk+1(p)
 
=
  
AB 0
CD 0
 
+
 
 A  B0
 C  D0
   
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 
+
  
B
D
 
+
 
 B
 D
  
uk+1(p). (27)
To simplify notation, introduce the so-called uncertain augmented process and input
matrices respectively for this model asW. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 117
  =
 
 A  B0
 C  D0
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
γ −1F
 
E1 E2
 
,
  =
 
 B
 D
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
γ −1FE4.
The matrices H1, H2, E1, E2, E4 are known and constant and a scalar γ>0 is given,
hence they are deﬁned in the same form as in (11) and the matrix F satisﬁes (12).
In the case when the full dynamic pass proﬁle controller is applied, the controlled
process state space model can be written as
 
¯ xk+1(p + 1)
¯ yk+1(p)
 
= (A +  A)
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
yk+1(p) = C
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
, (28)
with
A +  A = 
 
 + B2DcC2 B2Cc
BcC2 Ac
 

+
 
  +  DcC2  Cc
00
 

= 
 
 + B2DcC2 B2Cc
BcC2 Ac
 

+
 
γ −1H
0
 
F
 
E + E4DcC2 E4Cc
 

= A + HFE,
where the matrices , B2, C2 are as before and
H =
 
H1
H2
 
,E =
 
E1 E2
 
.
Now we have the following result.
Theorem 7. Suppose that a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller deﬁned by (17)
is applied to a discrete linear repetitive process described by (27) with associ-
ated uncertainty structure. Then the resulting process (28) is stable along the pass
holds if there exist matrices P11 > 0,(P 11 = diag{Ph11,P v11}), R11 > 0,( R 11 =
diag{Rh11,R v11}) and a scalar γ>0 such that the following LMIs hold


N1 00
0 I 0
00 I


T 

TP11 − P11 TP11HE T
HTP11 HTP11H − γ 2I 0
E 0 −I


×


N1 00
0 I 0
00 I

 < 0, (29)118 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131


N2 00
0 I 0
00 I


T 

R11T − R11 R11ET H
ER11T −I + ER11ET 0
HT 0 −γ 2I


×


N2 00
0 I 0
00 I

 < 0, (30)
 
Ph11 I
IR h11
 
 0,
 
Pv11 I
IR v11
 
 0, (31)
where N1 and N2 are full column rank matrices whose images satisfy ImN1 =
ker(CT
2 ) and ImN2 = ker([BT
2 ET
4]) respectively.
Proof. Based on the proof of Theorem 5 it can be shown that stability along the pass
with the controller applied holds in this case if





−P PA PH 0
A
T
P −P 0 E
T
H
T
P 0 −γ 2I 0
0 E 0 −I





< 0,
where A, H, E are deﬁned as before. Next, apply similar transformations to those
usedintheproofofpreviousresulttoobtain(29)–(31)andtheproofiscomplete. 
To increase robustness, the term γ in the LMIs of (29)–(30) has to be minimized.
This can be achieved by using linear objective minimization procedure
min
P11>0,R11>0
µ,
subject to (29)−(31) with µ = γ 2.
5. Guaranteed cost control
Many applications will require a controller or control law which not only guaran-
tees stability along the pass but also meets speciﬁed performance criteria. This is an
area for which relatively little work has yet been reported in the general 2D systems
area [10]. Here we give a comprehensive treatment for one aspect of this general
problem for discrete linear repetitive processes and, in particular, those described by
(27) and associated uncertainty structure.
The problem is to obtain a control law which simultaneously robustly stabilizes
such a process and guarantees that the associated cost function deﬁned byW. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 119
J =
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
 
uT
k+1(p)uk+1(p)
 
+
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 T  
Q1 0
0 Q2
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
  
, (32)
where  > 0,Q 1 > 0 and Q2 > 0 are design matrices to be speciﬁed, is bounded
foralladmissibleuncertainties.Inphysicaltermsthiscostfunctioncanbeinterpreted
as the sum of quadratic costs on the input, state and pass proﬁle vectors on each pass.
Remark 2. Repetitive processes are deﬁned over the ﬁnite pass length α and only a
ﬁnite number of passes, say s, will ever be executed. Hence the corresponding cost
function used should be modiﬁed to
J =
s  
k=0
α  
p=0
 
uT
k+1(p)uk+1(p)
 
+
s  
k=0
α  
p=0
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 T  
Q1 0
0 Q2
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
  
.
However, it is routine to argue that the signals involved can be extended from [0,α]
to the inﬁnite interval in such a way that projection of the inﬁnite interval solution
onto the ﬁnite interval is possible. An identical argument holds in the pass-to-pass
direction and hence we will work with (32).
Theapproachtakeninthissectionisasfollows:weﬁrstderiveasufﬁcientcondition
which guarantees that the unforced (the control input terms are deleted) process
is stable along the pass with an associated cost function which is bounded for all
admissible uncertainties and then this result is extended to design a guaranteed cost
controller for both forms of control action considered in this paper.
5.1. Guaranteed cost bound
Since the process is assumed to be unforced (i.e. uk+1(p) = 0) then the process
model (27) is rewritten as
 
xk+1(p + 1)
yk+1(p)
 
=
  
AB 0
CD 0
 
+
 
 A  B0
 C  D0
   
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 
(33)
and the associated cost function (32) becomes
J0 =
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 T  
Q1 0
0 Q2
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
  
. (34)120 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
The following theorem gives a sufﬁcient condition for stability along the pass with
guaranteed cost.
Theorem 8. Anunforceddiscretelinearrepetitiveprocessdescribedby(33)isstable
along the pass for all admissible uncertainties if there exist matrices P1 > 0,P 2 > 0
and a scalar  >0 such that the following LMI holds









−P1 0 P1A
0 −P2 P2C
ATP1 CTP2 Q1 − P1 +  ET
1E1
BT
0 P1 DT
0P2 0
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 0
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 0
P1B0 P1H1 P1H1
P2D0 P2H2 P2H2
00 0
Q2 − P2 +  ET
2E2 00
0 − I 0
00 − I








< 0. (35)
Also if this condition holds, the cost function (34) satisﬁes the upper bound
J0 
∞  
k=1
xk+1(0)P1xk+1(0) +
∞  
p=0
yT
0 (p)P2y0(p). (36)
Proof. Recall the vector ζk(p) of (5), the matrices A1 and A2 of (2) and introduce
 A1 =
 
 A  B0
00
 
,  A 2 =
 
00
 C  D0
 
.
Then we can rewrite (33)a s  
xk+1(p + 1)
yk+1(p)
 
= ((A1 +  A1) + (A2 +  A2))ζk(p)
and evaluating the Lyapunov function of (4) for the process state space model con-
sidered here gives
 V(k,p) = ζT
k (p)[(A1 +  A1)TP(A1 +  A1)
+ (A2 +  A2)P(A2 +  A2) − P]ζk(p),
where P = diag{P1,P 2} and stability along the pass holds if  V(k,p) < 0. More-
over, the inequality
 V(k,p) + ζT
k (p)Qζk(p) < 0
implies that (33) is stable along the pass where Q = diag{Q1,Q 2} > 0, and hence
(A1 +  A1)TP(A1 +  A1) + (A2 +  A2)P(A2 +  A2) − P + Q<0.
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Next, by an obvious application of, in turn, the Schur’s complement formula and
Lemma 2 to (37) yields




−P1 0 P1AP 1B0
0 −P2 P2CP 2D0
ATP1 CTP2 Q1 − P1 +  ET
1E1 0
BT
0 P1 DT
0P2 0 Q2 − P2 +  ET
2E2




+  −1




00P1H1 P1H1
00P2H2 P2H2
00 0 0
00 0 0








00 0 0
00 0 0
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 00
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 00



 < 0.
Again using the Schur’s complement formula, we ﬁnd that the last inequality is
equivalent to the LMI (35). Furthermore, noting that
Υ =
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
ζT
k (p)Qζk(p)
and, since the process is stable along the pass, we now have that
Υ  −
∞  
k=0


∞  
p=0
xk+1(p + 1)TP1xk+1(p + 1)−xT
k+1(p)P1xk+1(p)


−
∞  
p=0
  ∞  
k=0
yT
k+1(p)P2yk+1(p) − yT
k (p)P2yk(p)
 
=
∞  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)P1xk+1(0) +
∞  
p=0
yT
0 (p)P2y0(p),
which ensures that (36) holds and the proof is complete. 
Notethatitispossibletominimizetheupperboundonthecostfunction(36)using
the following optimization procedure
min
P1>0,P2>0


∞  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)P1xk+1(0) +
∞  
p=0
yT
0 (p)P2y0(p)


= min
P1>0,P2>0
  ∞  
k=0
trace
 
P1xk+1(0)xT
k+1(0)
 
+ trace

P2
∞  
p=0
y0(p)yT
0 (p)



 subject to (35).122 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
5.2. Guaranteed cost control analysis
Here,itisassumedthatallelementsinthecurrentpassstatevectorcanbemeasured
and hence a control law of the form (7) can be applied to a process described by (27).
In which case the associated cost function for the resulting process is given by
J =
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
 T 
Q1 + KT
1 K1 KT
1 K2
KT
2 K1 Q2 + KT
2 K2
  
xk+1(p)
yk(p)
  
,
(38)
which is of the form of that in Theorem 8 and we have the following result.
Theorem 9. Suppose that a control law of the form (7) is applied to a discrete linear
repetitive process described by (27) with the associated uncertainty structure. Then
the resulting process is stable along the pass for all admissible uncertainties if there
existmatricesW1 > 0,W 2 > 0,N 1 andN2 andascalar >0suchthatthefollowing
LMI holds















−W1 + 2 H1HT
1 ()( )
2 H1HT
2 −W2 + 2 H2HT
2 ()
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT −W1
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + N2DT 0
00 E1W1 + E3N1
00 0
00 N1
00 W1
00 0
()( )( )( )( )( )
()( )( )( )( )( )
()( )( )( )( )( )
−W2 ()( )( )( )( )
0 − I ()( )( )( )
E2W2 + E3N2 0 − I ()( )( )
N2 00 −−1 ()( )
00 0 0 −Q−1
1 ()
W2 00 0 0 −Q−1
2














< 0. (39)
Also, if this condition holds the stabilizing control law matrices K1,K 2 are given by
(9) and the cost function (38) of the controlled process satisﬁes the following upper
bound
J 
∞  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)W−1
1 xk+1(0) +
∞  
p=0
yT
0 (p)W−1
2 y0(p). (40)W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 123
Proof. Based on interpreting (35) in terms of its state space model, we conclude that
the controlled process is robustly stabilized by the control law (7) if the following
matrix inequality is satisﬁed




−P1 0
0 −P2
ATP1 + KT
1 BTP1 CTP2 + KT
1 DTP2
BT
0 P1 + KT
2 BTP1 DT
0P2 + K2DTP1
P1A + P1BK1 P1B0 + P1BK2
P2C + P2DK1 P2D0 + P2DK2
Q1 − P1 + KT
1 K1 KT
1 K2
KT
2 K1 Q2 − P2 + KT
2 K2





+




00 0 0
00 0 0
00ET
1 + KT
1 ET
3 0
00 0 ET
2 + KT
2 ET
3








FT 000
0 FT 00
00 FT 0
000 FT




×




00 0 0
00 0 0
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 00
HT
1 P1 HT
2 P2 00



 +




00P1H1 P1H1
00P2H2 P2H2
00 0 0
00 0 0




×




F 000
0 F 00
00 F 0
000 F








00 0 0
00 0 0
00E1 + E3K1 0
00 0 E2 + E3K2



 < 0.
Now set W1 = P−1
1 , W2 = P−1
2 , U1 = W1Q1W1 and U2 = W2Q2W2 and then pre-
and post- multiply both sides of this last inequality by diag{W1,W 2,W 1,W 2}. Next,
by an obvious application of the result of Lemma 2 we now obtain






−W1 + 2 H1HT
1 2 H2HT
1
2 H1HT
2 −W2 + 2 H2HT
2
W1AT + NT
1 BT W1CT + NT
1 DT
W2BT
0 + NT
2 BT W2DT
0 + N2DT
AW1 + BN1 B0W2 + BN2
CW1 + DN1 D0W2 + DN2
U1 − W1 + NT
1 N1 NT
1 N2
NT
2 N1 U2 − W2 + NT
2 N2




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+  −1




00 0 0
00 0 0
00W1ET
1 + NT
1 ET
3 0
00 0 W2ET
2 + NT
2 ET
3




×




00 0 0
00 0 0
00E1W1 + E3N1 0
00 0 E2W2 + E3N2



 < 0,
where N1 = K1W1 and N2 = K2W2. Finally, making an obvious application of the
Schur’s complement formula gives (39) and since P1 = W−1
1 and P2 = W−1
2 ,(39) is
converted into (45). Finally, the bound on the cost function (40) can be established in
an identical manner to that on J0 in the previous result. Hence the details are omitted
here. 
The presence of the nonlinear terms W−1
1 and W−1
2 in (40) means that it is not
possible to apply a linear objective minimization procedure to minimize this cost
function.However,acontrollawwhichminimizestheguaranteedcostcanbeachieved
as follows. First note that
s  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)W−1
1 xk+1(0) =
s  
k=0
trace
 
xT
k+1(0)W−1
1 xk+1(0)
 
=
s  
k=0
trace
 
W−1
1 xk+1(0)xT
k+1(0)
 
,
and
α  
p=0
yT
0 (p)W−1
2 y0(p) =
α  
p=0
trace
 
yT
0 (p)W−1
2 y0(p)
 
=
α  
p=0
trace
 
W−1
2 y0(p)yT
0 (p)
 
.
Next,recallthatifamatrix   M issymmetricandpositivesemi-deﬁnitei.e.   M  0,then
the eigenvalue decomposition of such a matrix gives   M = V	V T, where V is some
unitarymatrixand	isadiagonalmatrixwithnonnegativediagonalentries.Therefore,
thematrixsquarerootof   M canbedeﬁnedas   M
1
2 = V	
1
2V T andcomputedinawell
conditioned manner [9]. Based on this, the matrices 
1
2
1 and 
1
2
2 can be obtained as
1 = 
1
2
1 
1
2
1 =
s  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)xk+1(0), 2 = 
1
2
2 
1
2
2 =
α  
p=0
yT
0 (p)y0(p).W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131 125
Furthermore, introduce the symmetric matrices 1 and 2 which satisfy
trace
 

1
2
1 W−1
1 
1
2
1
 
< trace(1) and trace
 

1
2
2 W−1
2 
1
2
2
 
< trace(2),
respectively and hence we can write

1
2
1 W−1
1 
1
2
1 < 1, 
1
2
2 W−1
2 
1
2
2 < 2.
Application of the Schur’s complement formula now gives 
−1 
1
2
1

1
2
1 −W1

 < 0 and

−2 
1
2
2

1
2
2 −W2

 < 0. (41)
Finally, the following minimization problem can be formulated:
min
W1>0,W2>0,N1,N2
trace(1 + 2),
subject to (39) and (41),
which gives a control law that guarantees that the cost function is minimized.
5.3. Guaranteed cost control with a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller
In what follows, we assume that the current pass state vector is not available
for control purposes and instead we consider the use of a full dynamic pass proﬁle
controller of the form (17) to ensure stability along the pass with a guaranteed bound
on the associated cost function.
To simplify notation, the following matrices are introduced
 =
 
 A  B0
 C  D0
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
F
 
E1 E2
 
,  B 2 =
 
 B
 D
 
=
 
H1
H2
 
FE4,
where H1, H2, E1, E2, E4 are known real matrices satisfying (11) and the matrix F
satisﬁes (12).
WithDc = 0forsimplicity,thecontrolledprocessstatespacemodelcanbewritten
as  
¯ xk+1(p + 1)
¯ yk+1(p)
 
= (  A +    A)
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
,
yk+1(p) =   C
 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 
,
(42)
where
  A +    A=
 
 B2Cc
BcC2 Ac
 
 + 
 
   B2Cc
00
 

=
 
 B2Cc
BcC2 Ac
 
 + 
 
H
0
 
F
 
EE 4Cc
 

=   A + HFE,
  C=
 
C2 0
 
,126 W. Paszke et al. / Linear Algebra and its Applications 412 (2006) 93–131
and the matrices H and E are as before. The associated cost function is
J =
∞  
k=0
∞  
p=0
  
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
 T

 
Q 0
0 Y
 

 
¯ xk+1(p)
¯ yk(p)
  
, (43)
where Q = diag{Q1,Q 2}, Y = CT
c Cc and Q1, Q2,  are given matrices in (32).
Now we have the following result which gives the existence condition for a guar-
anteed cost controller of the form (17) (with Dc = 0).
Theorem 10. Suppose that a full dynamic pass proﬁle controller deﬁned by (17)
is applied to a discrete linear repetitive process described by (27) with the asso-
ciated uncertainty structure. Then the resulting process is stable along the pass if
for some prescribed  >0 there exist matrices P11 > 0,( P 11 = diag{Ph11,P v11}),
R11 > 0,(R 11 = diag{Rh11,R v11}) such that the linear matrix inequalities deﬁned
by (44)–(46) below hold
 
N1 0
0 I
 T






R11T − R11 R11ET 0
ER11T − −1I + ER11ET 0
00 −I
HT 00
Q
1
2R11T Q
1
2R11ET 0
H R11Q
1
2
0 ER11Q
1
2
00
− I 0
0 −I + Q
1
2R11Q
1
2







 
N1 0
0 I
 
< 0, (44)




N2 000
0 I 00
00 I 0
00 0 I




T 



TP11 − P11 TP11H
HTP11 HTP11H −  I
E 0
Q
1
2 0
ET Q
1
2
00
− −1I 0
0 −I








N2 000
0 I 00
00 I 0
00 0 I



 < 0, (45)
 
Ph11 I
IR h11
 
 0,
 
Pv11 I
IR v11
 
 0, (46)
where N1 and N2 are full column rank matrices whose images satisfy ImN1 =
ker([BT
2 ET
4
1
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If these conditions hold, the cost function (43) of the controlled process (42)
satisﬁes the following upper bound
J 
∞  
k=0
xT
k+1(0)Ph11xk+1(0) +
∞  
p=0
yT
0 (p)Pv11y0(p).
Proof. FollowingthestepsintheproofofTheorem5itfollowsthatthestabilityalong
the pass condition for the uncertain process (42) can be written in the form







−PP   AP H 00
  ATP −P 0 E
T
S
T
H
T
P 0 − I 00
0 E 0 − −1I 0
0 S 00 −I







< 0, (47)
where   A, H, E are as before and
S =
 
Q
1
2 0
0 
1
2Cc
 
=
  
Q
1
2 0
00
 
+
 
00

1
2 0
  
0 Cc
Bc Ac
  
C2 0
0 I
  

=   Q +   C2
and C2 and  (with Dc = 0) are also as before. Next, pre multiply (47) by diag
{,,I,I,I}, post-multiply the result by the transpose of this last matrix, and then
set R = P (see (26)) to obtain
	 + MTN + NTM<0,
where
  =






−RR A RH 00
ATR −R 0 ET   QT
HTR 0 − I 00
0 E 0 − −1I 0
0   Q 00 −I






,
MT =






RB2
0
0
E4
  






,N =
 
0 C2 000
 
and
H =
 
H
0
 
, E =
 
E 0
 
, E4 =
 
E4 0
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Next, deﬁne the matrix variable U = diag{R,I,I,I,I} to write M = MnU.N o w ,
the matrices Mn and N can re-written as
Mn =
 
BT
2 00ET
4   
T
 
=
 
BT
2 0 000 ET
4 0 
1
2
0 I 000 0 00
 
,
N =
 
0 C2 000
 
=
 
00C2 0 0 0 00
00 0 I 0 0 00
 
,
and hence the kernels of Mn and N are the images of
WMn =












N11 00000
0 00000
0 I 0000
00 I 000
00 0 I 00
N12 00000
0 0000I
N13 00000












,
WN =












I 0 0 0000
0 I 0 0000
00N2 0000
00 0 0000
00 0 I 000
0 000 I 00
0 000 0 I 0
00 0 000I












,
whereN11 = ker(BT
2 ),N12 = ker(ET
4),N13 = ker(
1
2)andN2 = ker(C2).Now
invoke Lemma 3 to obtain the following conditions which are equivalent to (47)
WT
MnU−T	U−1WMn < 0 and WT
N	WN < 0.
Since some rows of WMn and WN are zero then
WMn =










I 000000
000I 000
0000I 00
00000I 0
0 I 00000
000000I
00I 0000




















N11 0000
N12 0000
N13 0000
0 I 000
00 I 00
00 0 I 0
0 000I










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WN =










I 0 0 0000
0 I 0 0000
00N2 0000
00 0 I 000
0 000 I 00
0 000 0 I 0
00 0 000I










and routine matrix manipulations now yield (44)–(46). Finally, the cost function
bound is established in an identical manner to that of the previous result and hence
the details are omitted here. 
The guaranteed cost controller here can be computed as per the procedure given
in Section 4.
Remark 3. Notethattheparameter  whichappearsin(44)and(45),hastobechosen
before the LMI computations can be undertaken. Furthermore, the upper bound on
the cost function depends on the value of this scalar. Hence by decreasing iteratively
  a lower upper bound can be obtained.
As a numerical example, return to the example in Section 4 and add
B =
 
1.20 .5
1.10 .8
 
,D =
 
3.01 .2
1.70 .9
 
and take the matrices deﬁning the uncertainty model as
H =




0.0284 0.0583
0.0469 0.0423
0.0065 0.0516
0.0988 0.0334



,
E =
 
0.0433 0.0580 0.0530 0.0209
0.0226 0.0760 0.0641 0.0380
 
,
E4 =
 
0.0783 0.0461
0.0681 0.0568
 
and the matrices Q1, Q2 and  in the cost function (38)a s
Q1 = diag{80,80},Q 2 = diag{80,80},  = 40.
Using the design procedure of Theorem 10 for 10 passes and α = 20 and choosing
  = 800 the problem is solvable and the solution matrices are
Ph11 =105×
 
4.9134 −3.0092
−3.0092 2.1449
 
,P v11 =104×
 
1.7237 −2.5214
−2.5214 4.9326
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Rh11 =
 
0.0050 −0.0001
−0.0001 0.0097
 
,R v11 =
 
0.0075 −0.0018
−0.0018 0.0064
 
.
Hence the controller matrices are given by
Ac =




−0.3144 −0.4540 −0.4368 −1.0556
0.1726 0.3978 −0.5687 −1.8399
0.0789 0.3460 −0.0312 −0.0139
−0.0440 −0.1703 −0.4553 −1.4232



,
Bc =




−38.7642 175.9122
−70.6957 −157.5573
95.4216 95.3948
−98.5052 −98.5710



,
Cc =
 
0.0001 0.0009 0.0011 0.0027
0.0006 0.0015 0.0025 0.0094
 
andtheguaranteedcostoftheuncertaincontrolledprocesssatisﬁesJ<1.3626 · 106.
6. Conclusions
This paper has produced substantial new results on the design of controllers, or
control laws, for discrete linear repetitive processes. The ﬁrst part develops an H∞
setting for the design of a static control law which, noting their links to, in partic-
ular, ILC, makes such a control law much more powerful than in the 2D discrete
linear systems case. This analysis has then been extended to the case when there
is uncertainty in the process model. We also show that all these results extend to
the use of a dynamic controller actuated by the previous pass proﬁle which, by the
process structure, is available for use. Here it should be noted that it is not possible
to directly apply existing 1D robust control results and it was felt necessary to start
with an additive uncertainty structure and the success of this approach provides a
good basis on which to consider other uncertainty models. In the ﬁnal part of this
paper a guaranteed cost control problem has been solved. This is the ﬁrst major result
on control for performance of these processes and again the cost function used is
well grounded in terms of the process dynamics and the requirements of industrial
examples.
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